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A Refined Built-In …

With Many Style Options

A sophisticated zero-clearance built-in, the Spartherm fireplace from Germany combines modern elegance and
maximum functionality using the highest quality materials. The fire is the focus, through large viewing windows in
corner units and see-through models that are available in tall and wide sizes. These beautiful fireplaces offer both
warmth and efficiency in one package. High quality, low fuel consumption and low emissions are all traits of this
wood burning built-in fireplace.
The Arte and Varia fireplaces are available in the following styles and models:
• Arte with a panorama viewing - 3RL-60, 3RL-80, 3RL-100
• Arte with a peninsula viewing – U-50, U-70, U-90
• Arte with a tall front view - B
• Varia with a front view – M-80, M-100, B
• Varia with a corner view - 2R -80, 2L-80, 2R -100, 2L-100
• Varia with a see-through view - B-FD
All models include special features such as a pre-heated air wash system that keeps the glass clean, a modern fire
box using pre-heated secondary air for combustion, a glass door with tilt out feature for easy cleaning, a minimal
linear frame and large viewing windows. The glass can be raised for access to the firebox and the soft-close feature
makes using the stove a true pleasure.
The Arte and Varia are award-winning fireplaces (Vesta award 2017, HPBA) and offer a product that is dedicated
to the needs of the American market. With so many impressive dimensions, this fireplace allows the user to enjoy a
crackling fire in the most beautiful interiors one could imagine. Installing a built-in is more cost effective than building
an open hearth from scratch, they are 60% efficient while open hearths operate at just 10%. The Arte and Varia are
also the perfect fit for city environments and homes without foundations. They are easy to duct to other rooms for
additional heat circulation and passive house friendly when burned with the door closed. An all-around, all in one
fireplace solution.

